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A methodology is proposed to enable the bifurcation analysis of a multi-body nose landing gear (NLG)
model by coupling AUTO, a continuation software, to LMS Virtual.Lab Motion, a multi-body software. The
approach uses a Singular Value Decomposition (or High OrderSingular Value Decomposition) based tech-
nique to enable the computation of the stability bounds (e.g. the onset of shimmy) in a very efficient manner.
Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses are performed to determine the influence of various structural parameters
on the onset of shimmy. A representative aircraft landing gear model was used to validate the approach and it
was demonstrated that a good comparison with full-scale Monte-Carlo time simulations was achieved with a
much reduced computational expense.

Nomenclature

αi tyre lateral slip angle
β landing gear longitudinal degree of freedom
δ landing gear lateral degree of freedom at the revolute jointbetween main fitting and the fuselage
∆ landing gear lateral degree of freedom at the revolute jointbetween wheel axis and the trail body
γi camber angle
Ωi angular velocity of the wheel
σαi

relaxation length adopted for the lateral slip
ρ air density
ρz overall normal deflection
σk relaxation length adopted for the longitudinal slip
ξi general angle used in the load-expression adopting theMagic Formulamodel
ψ landing gear torsional degree of freedom
a half track width
B,C,D,E, S coefficients of the general expression of a generalized force adopting theMagic Formulamodel
Bm distance between the centre of gravity of the aircraft and the main assembly
Bn distance between the centre of gravity of the aircraft and the nose assembly
B distance between the nose and the axis of the main assembly
CL aircraft global lift coefficient
e caster length
Fnominal the nominal wheel load
Fx0i longitudinal force acting at the tyre contact point with theground and due to a pure longitudinal slip
Fxi

longitudinal force acting at the tyre contact point with theground and due to a combined slip
Fy0i lateral force acting at the tyre contact point with the ground and due to a pure lateral slip
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Fyi
lateral force acting at the tyre contact point with the ground and due to a combined slip

Fzi Normal load acting at the tyre contact point with the ground
ki tyre longitudinal slip
hi tyre contact patch
lδ = lβ gear length
L lift
Mxi

overturning couple
Myi

rolling resistance moment
Mz0i aligning torque due to a pure lateral slip
Mzi aligning torque due to combined slip
r0 unloaded radius of the wheel
r1 loaded radius of the wheel
S reference surface area of an aircraft
ui longitudinal displacement characterizing the tyre dynamics
vαi

lateral displacement characterizing the tyre dynamics
V0 reference velocity
Vxi

centre longitudinal velocity
Vri forward speed of rolling
Vsi slip velocity at the wheel slip point
Vci magnitude of the velocity of the wheel contact centre C
Vcxi

longitudinal velocity of the wheel contact centre C
Vcyi

lateral velocity of the wheel contact centre C
Vsxi

longitudinal component of the slip velocity
Vsyi

lateral component of the slip velocity
Wn vertical load experience by the nose landing gear
V forward velocity of an aircraft
V forward velocity of aircraft
W weight of aircraft
WLG weight of the nose landing gear
()i subscript for the ith wheel

MDO Multidisciplinary Optimization
FEM Finite Element Method
LCO Limit Cycle Oscillation
UQ Uncertainty Quantification
SA Sensitivity Analysis
SVD Singular Value Decomposition
HOSVD High Order Singular Value Decomposition
SVV , SVF Retained Singular Values for forward velocity and load
MCS Monte Carlo Simulation

I. Introduction

Aircraft landing gear are both a structure and system. It is acomplex system with controlled articulation, multiple
axes of energy absorption and the sole structure supportingthe aircraft on the ground. The main functions of the
landing gear are to support the aircraft on the ground, absorb energy during landing, taxiing and braking, as well as
to provide directional control. The design of the landing gear is an iterative process which takes into account aircraft
configuration, landing gear geometry, static, dynamic and fatigue loads, and structural sizing based on the critical load
cases1 2.
Shimmy is a phenomenon that can occur in all systems with wheels that interact with the ground, and it takes the form
of a bounded oscillation e.g. a Limit Cycle Oscillation (LCO)3 resulting from the interactions of a flexible system
with tyre follower forces. Shimmy is a very important consideration for the design of landing gear systems as it can
be dangerous and lead to structural failure; however for modern aircraft designs it mainly causes vibration, discomfort
and possible fatigue problems. Nose landing gear are prone to shimmy because of the nose wheel steering system
which allows the landing gear to move torsionally. Therefore, it is usual in the aerospace industry to investigate the
effect of different structural and system parameters through extensive numerical simulations using Multi-Body dy-
namics models. However, the design needs to be at a certain level of maturity before the structural mass, stiffness and
damping properties can be available for a useful shimmy analysis4 5.
Much work has been undertaken in the use of bifurcation analysis methods to determine the stability bounds of non-
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linear systems in an efficient manner. Such techniques can beused to determine the effects of different parameters
and characterise the types of nonlinear behaviour, including Hopf Bifurcations and period-doubling, etc. A key benefit
of using such an analysis is that there is no need to result to the excessive blind Monte-Carlo simulations that are
required when solely using numerical integration route. The AUTO software is well known as an approach to perform
these computations6. Previous work has considered the use of this software on aircraft landing gears to detect stability
bounds; however, this work only considered systems with relatively few degrees of freedom7 8 9 . The coupling of
multi-body undercarriage modelling with a bifurcation analysis package would enable the prediction of the onset of
shimmy on full-size aircraft models in a rapid manner, whichcould be combined for parametric design, sensitivity and
uncertainty studies.
Other work has considered the use of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)10 11 12 based approaches to produce re-
duced order models (ROMs) of aircraft models subjected to a wide range of different loading cases. It was demon-
strated how these ROMs could be used to accurately and efficiently determine the worst case deterministic 1D and 2D
loads. A further extension of the methodology was to use the ROMs to compute the uncertainty bounds for parameter
variations22 13 14 15.
In this work, the AUTO continuation software is coupled withthe LMS Virtual.Lab Motion (VLM) multi-body soft-
ware16, to enable a bifurcation analysis to be applied to a representative non-linear multi-body nose landing gear
structure. The approach uses the Singular Value Decomposition based techniques to compute the stability bounds (e.g.
the onset of shimmy) in an efficient manner. Sensitivity17 18 and uncertainty analyses are also performed to determine
the influence of various structural parameters on the onset shimmy speed. SectionII. describes the landing gear and
tyre model. SectionIII. , IV. andV. explain the methodology used to couple AUTO and LMS VLM, and perform the
sensitivity and uncertainty analysis. Finally, SectionVI. presents the results and demonstrates a comparison of the
methodology with full-scale Monte-Carlo time simulations.

II. Landing Gear and Tyre Model

The landing gear model is a dual-wheel multi-body landing model in LMS Virtual.Lab Motion (Figure1). The
total number of generalized coordinates is 66, but, since the presence of 60 constraints, the degree of freedoms are
six. In order to couple AUTO to LMS Virtual.Lab Motion the allstates of the model are re-built at each step of
the continuation based on the connectivity between the different bodies in the system19. In the developed code for
coupling AUTO to LMS Virtual.Lab Motion, the six states considered for the continuation, as illustrated in Figure1b,
are:

– the rotation at the revolute joint between the main fitting and the fuselage; i.e. the lateral degree of freedomδ
and the time-derivativėδ. This DoF can be seen as a rotation about a point at a distancelδ from the axle.

– the rotation at the revolute joint between the trail body and the main fitting; i.e. the torsional degree of freedom
ψ and the time-derivativėψ.

– the rotation at the revolute joint between the wheel axle and the trail body; i.e. the lateral degree of freedom∆
and the time-derivativė∆.

Another state that can be considered when modelling the tyre/ground interaction is the longitudinal rotationβ of
the landing gear (Figure1c). This DoF can be seen as a rotation about a point at a distancelβ from the axle; however,β
and its derivatives are always negligible in the computed analyses and in the present paper have not been considered to
perform the continuation. This is motivated by the considered bracket joint that prevents all relative motion (translation
and rotation), but the translation along the z-axis, between the fuselage and the ground. The translation along the x-
axis is also constrained since, in order to perform continuation in terms of the forward velocity, the velocity is applied
to the runway. In such a way, even applying a longitudinal force, the system is supposed to be in equilibrium at the
velocity fixed during the bifurcation analysis, i.e. the presence of a control in terms of the forward velocity is assumed
to be present.

The nominal values adopted for the structural parameters are provided in Table1. It is worth to mention that the
adopted values for both the landing gear and tyre model are not intended to represent any specific aircraft.

The transient tyre model is based on the formulation provided by Pacejka20 for a single contact point transient tyre
model (Figure2). For each wheel two first order differential equations are adopted to model the contact patch lateral
and longitudinal slip. Then the contact patch slip quantities are adopted as input for the steady-state tyre slip model to
obtain as output the transient force and moment variation that act upon the contact patch20. TheMagic Formulais the
considered steady-state tyre model. Labelling withvαi

andui the lateral and longitudinal tyre deflection and withαi

andki the lateral and longitudinal slip for theith wheel, the contact patch slip quantities are modelled as it follows.

dvαi

dt
+

1

σαi

|Vxi
| vαi

= |Vxi
|αi = −Vsyi

(1)
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(a) (b)
(c)

Figure 1: (1a)Adopted multi-body landing gear model in LMS Virtual.Lab Motion. (1b)Torsional (ψ) and lateral (δ
and∆) degrees of freedom. (1c) Longitudinal (β) degree of freedom.

dui
dt

+
1

σk
|Vxi

|ui = |Vxi
| ki = −Vsxi

(2)

tanαi =
vαi

σαi

ki =
ui
σαi

(3)

where
Vsyi

= Vcyi
Vsxi

= Vcxi
− Ωi · r0 Vcxi

≈ Vxi
(4)

Vxi
andVcxi

are the wheel centre longitudinal velocity and the longitudinal velocity of the contact centre C;Vsxi

andVsyi
are the longitudinal and lateral wheel slip speeds of a pointS attached to rim (Figure2). σαi

andσk are
the relaxation lengths adopted for the lateral and longitudinal slips, respectively. In the adopted model, the relaxation
length of the lateral slip varies as the load acting on the wheel changes in order to replicate the physics as much as
possible. The variation has been modeled relatingσαi

with the contact patchhi, whose change is mainly due to the
loaded radiusr1i , i.e. by the load experienced by the wheel21. The mathematical expression is given by

σαi
= 3/2h hi = r0 · 4 · 0.85 ·

√

(r0 − r1i)/(2 · r0)− ((r0 − r1i)/(2 · r0))2 (5)

Wherer0 is the unloaded radius. The coefficient that multiplies the contact patchh (3/2) has been selected as
suggested by the analysis performed by Besselink8. The longitudinal relaxation length has been kept fixed and equal
to 0.4492.

Figure 2: Single contact point tyre model showing lateral and longitudinal deflections20.

Regarding the generalized forces due to the tyre/ground interaction, the expressions for the generalized forces in
theMagic Formulaformulation, but the normal loadFzi is given by

D sin [Carctan(Bξ − E(B ξ − arctan (Bξ)))] + S (6)
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Parameter Label Nominal Value Units

Unloaded radius r0 0.5 m

Gear length lδ 1 m

Mass of the fuselage MF 11000 Kg

Mass of the main fitting MMF 60 Kg

Mass of the wheel axle MWA 100 Kg

Mass of the wheel (left and right) MW 110 Kg

Stiffness fuselage - main fitting k1 1.5 · 106 N m rad−1

Stiffness main fitting - trail body k2 25000 N m rad−1

Stiffness trail body - wheel axle k3 750000 N m rad−1

Damping fuselage - main fitting of the left wheel d1 400 N m s rad−1

Damping main fitting - trail body d2 400 N m s rad−1

Damping trail body - wheel axle d3 400 N m s rad−1

Inertia x (and y) axis - main fitting I1MF 0.164 kg m2

Inertia z axis - main fitting I3MF 6.136 · 10−4 kg m2

Inertia x (and y) axis - wheel axle I1WA 0.013 kg m2

Inertia z axis - wheel axle I3WA 4.771 · 10−5 kg m2

Inertia x (and z) axis - wheel (right and left) I1W 7 kg m2

Inertia y axis - wheel (right and left) I2W 11 kg m2

Table 1: Parameters and the range of values adopted in the Sensitivity Analysis

The specialization of the expression in eq. (7) depends on the analysed generalized force and if the considered tyre
slip is pure longitudinal/lateral or the combination of them. The adopted expressions for the generalized forces acting
on the wheels and the values of the coefficients used in the formulation are given in Appendix.

Figure3 presents the sign - convention here adopted. In case of a pureside slip, the generalized forces present the
following signs for positive aαi and less than14 deg

Fy(−) Mz(+) Mx(−) (7)

Forαi greater than14 deg the momentMz(+) presents a change in the sign.
For the present analysis assumptions are considered in order to have meaningful results using the tyre model for

a nose landing gear. Change of the values of the coefficients that Pacejka20 provides dealing with automotive system
dealing with automotive system have been made also simulating the same landing gear-tyre model with the velocity
applied to the fuselage and allowing the translation of the fuselage along the x-axis to be free of any constraints. In
particular:

– qSx3, a coefficient used in the modeling of the overturning couple(Appendix), has been selected different from
zero in order to take into account the moment generated for the variation of the centre of pressure of the lateral
forceFyi due to a lateral slip. The values ofXL andqSy2, coefficients used in the modeling of lateral force and
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Figure 3: Sign-convetion here adopted

rolling resistance moment respectively (Appendix), have been selected so that a stable solution occurs at low
velocity.

– all the residual terms that cause generalized forces different than zero in presence of zero lateral/longitudinal
slip are neglected. In fact, for a symmetric nose landing gear system, in presence of a symmetric maneuver,
have not reason to be considered.

– the variation of the centre of pressure of the forces is considered by the introduced moments. However, since in
VLM the forces have been applied at the centre of the wheels, additional moments have to be considered. The
total moment is thus given by

Mtot =





Mx
My
Mz



−





0
0
r1i



×





Fx

Fy

0



 (8)

WhereMz, Fx andFy are fixed equal toMz0 , Fx0
andFy0

if the pure slip is considered.

Thanks to such a formulation it is possible to perform a bifurcation analysis considering the effects due to lateral slip
as well as longitudinal slip and to gyroscopic effects.

III. Methodologies

In the present section the methodologies developed to perform bifurcation analysis of a nonlinear multi-body
system are briefly sketched out.

A. AUTO - LMS Virtual.Lab Motion coupling

Figure4 presents the developed coupling between AUTO and LMS Virtual.Lab in a Matlab/Simulink environment.
The integration of the system of equations characterizing the analyzed system is performed through co-simulation.
In particular the block labelled as plantout-function in Figure4 is the one related to the multi-body system in VLM.
Regarding the continuation, the selected continuation parameters are the forward velocityV and the vertical load
experienced by the nose landing gearWn, namely the actual weight on the nose landing gear minus the lift that
decreases the total weight of the aircraft for non zero forward velocity. These are control outputs for Simulink and
control inputs for the VLM multi-body model, which is solved, as stated, in co-simulation with Matlab. In LMS
Virtual.Lab Motion it is possible to define which are the inputs and outputs of interest in the simulation. In order to
perform the continuation it is necessary to define the differential equations of interest. Using AUTO, the differential
equations of interest can also be considered in the absence of an analytical equation, and defined by specifying the
values of the derivatives and the states in the Matalb/Simulink environment. In order to couple AUTO with LMS
Virtual.Lab Motion, the set of joint states (δ, δ̇, ψ, ψ̇, ∆, ∆̇) has been selected. Thus, the functions of interest for
the continuation are defined between the values of the derivatives of the mentioned states and the values acquired
by the states at each analysed continuation step. Finally, the developed solution adopts an external tyre model for
which the transient tyre/ground interaction has been modelled (sectionII.). Also the adopted tyre states have to be
considered to perform the continuation. For instance, if only the lateral slip is considered for each tyre, then there
are6 + 2 states considered in the continuation; if both the lateral and longitudinal slips are taken into account, then
there are6 + 4 states. In the Matlab/Simulink environment the continuation parameters and the states of the model
are changed during the continuation in order to identify theequilibrium solutions. The forces due to the ground-tyre
interaction are then generated always in the Matlab/Simulink environment, coherently to the values assumed by the
continuation parameters and the states of the landing gear model, and . In order to perform the bifurcation analysis,
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first the equilibrium solution has to be identified as the forward velocityV varies. Then, the bifurcation analysis can
be performed in more parameters and continuing other possible branches that start from possible bifurcation points.

Figure 4: Developed solution to couple AUTO to LMS Virtual.Lab Motion.

B. Sensitivity Analysis and Uncertainty Quantification

?? The identification and description of the locus of Hopf bifurcation points in presence of uncertainty is not trivial
and the developed technique apply bifurcation analysis to amulti-body system is presented in figure5. The main steps
are:

1. Define the sampling planes to train and validate the surrogate models adopted to perform sensitivity analysis.

2. Perform a global sensitivity analysis in order to identify the most influential uncertain factors. In order to fulfill
this step, two objective functions have been considered to capture a variation in the shape and a translation of
the locus of Hopf bifurcation. The slope at equidistant points on the locus of Hopf bifurcation points in the
(Wn, V ) parameter space and the forward velocityV , characterizing the extreme point at the lowerV for each
locus of points, have been selected as the stated objective functions. The variation in the shape and/or translation
of the locus of Hopf bifurcation is then discussed using the adopted main and total indices.

3. Define the sampling plane in terms of the most influential uncertain factors to perform the uncertainty quantifi-
cation.

4. Perform the uncertainty quantification using the developed SVD/HOSVD based methodology and exploiting
Blind Kriging metamodels22.

In order to perform both the Sensitivity and Uncertainty analysis the locus of Hopf bifurcation points are discretized
in a numberB+1 of points. The first and last points of all the analysed locus of points are fixed to a same value of the
vertical load experienced by the nose landing gearWn (Figure6) in order to start from the same value of the vertical
load to perform the discretization.

IV. Sensitivity Analysis

SA has its origin in the design of experiments (DOE), which was introduced in order to evaluate the input/output
(I/O) relation in the presence of variation in parameters. In the analysed problem, sensitivity metrics that capture non-
linear dynamical behaviour and high order interaction are desirable and for this reason theSobol’ indices17 and the
total effect indexSTi

have been selected. These are parts of theglobalSA methods and are able to correlate the output
variation with the variation in the parameters exploiting statistical means and usually adopting a sampling approach.
A sensitivity method is said to be global if all parameters are simultaneously varied and the sensitivity is evaluated
over the range of each parameter18. TheSobol’ indicesfor the parameters(x1, x2, ..., xs) are given by

Si1...is =
Vi1...is
V

(9)
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Figure 5: Developed methodology to perform sensitivity anduncertainty analysis in terms of bifurcation diagrams
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Figure 6: Adopted discretization of the locus of Hopf bifurcation points. For instance, four locus of Hopf bifurcation
points obtained for four different set of parameter values are shown.

which are all non-negative leading to the result

n
∑

s=1

n
∑

ii=1<...<is

Si1...is = 1 (10)

whereV andVi1...is are called total variance of a function of interestf and variance off relative to the parameters
(x1, x2, ..., xs). The reason for such terminology is due to the fact that they would actually be these variances if the
parametersx were randomlyuniformlydistributed in the domain of interest.

Sobol’ indicesare extremely powerful and can be adopted for three different types of problems exploiting the
fact that the higher the value of the indexSi1...is , the more important are the parameters(x1, x2, ..., xs) and their
integration. The three problems are:

1. ranking of variables

2. identifying non-essential variables

3. detecting high order members.
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The selection of the parameters that the most influence a variation in the branches presented in subsection??, param-
eters that have to be then considered to perform UQ, is a problem that belongs to the points1 and2 above. The main
effectSi and total effect indexSTi

, introduced by Saltelli18-23, have been considered. Saltelli has emphasized the
importance ofSTi

, which measures the total effects (i.e. first and higher order interaction) of parameterxi, especially
in the presence of a large number of parameters. The sum of these indices

∑n
i=1 STi

must be greater than or equal to
1. The equality occurs only in the case of a perfect additive model and in that case

∑n
i=1 Si = 1.

The main effectSi and total effectSTi
are obtained as24

Si =
VXi

(EX∼i
(Y |Xi))

V (Y )
(11a)

STi
=
EX∼i

(VXi
(Y |X∼i))

V (Y )
= 1− VX∼i

(EXi
(Y |X∼i))

V (Y )
(11b)

whereY is the function of interestf , EX(·) andVX(·) are the mean and variance of argument(·) overXi, while
EX∼i

(·) andVX∼i
(·) are the mean and variance of all parametersX butXi.

In order to efficiently perform the SA, a computational approach that allows a simultaneous computation ofSi and
STi

has been adopted and the indices are evaluated using a surrogate model (Blind Kriging) developed for each selected
outputu, trained and validated with a suitable number of sampling points, adopting Sobol’ sequences (also known as
LP τ sequences) as the quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms. An analytical evaluation of such indices is feasible just for
simple systems, which is not the case here. The considered numerical computation has been presented by Saltelli24 25

and consists of using two independentN×k matricesA andB, whose rows and columns are the considered sampling
points and design variables respectively, and a third(N · k)× k matrixC that is constructed from the previous ones.
EachC(i) block (i = 1...k) of the matrixC can be formed:

1. by all columns ofA except thei − th column, which is taken byB

2. by all columns ofB except thei− th column, which is taken byA

Whatever case is chosen,N×(k+2)model evaluations are required to determine the sought indices. Saltelli24 showed
that with the first algorithm a higher rate of convergence is achieved if the following formula forVXi

(EX∼i
(Y |Xi))

andEX∼i
(VXi

(Y |X∼i)) are adopted to calculateSi andSTi
, respectively:

VXi
(EX∼i

(Y |Xi) =
1

N

N
∑

j=1

f (B)j

(

f
(

C(i)
)

j
− f (A)j

)

(12a)

EX∼i
(VXi

(Y |X∼i)) =
1

2N

N
∑

j=1

(

f (Aj)− f
(

C(i)
)

j

)2

(12b)

The last term to be calculated is the total varianceV and, since it is a function off2
0 (f0 is the mean effect of the

function of interestf ), a formula forf0 is also required. The existence of three possible equationsfor V and four for
f0 have been found26, giving a total of12 possible combinations such that:

f̂2
0 =





1

N

N
∑

j=1

f (A)





2

(13a)

f̂2
0 =





1

N

N
∑

j=1

f (B)





2

(13b)

f̂2
0 =





1

2N

N
∑

j=1

f (A,B)





2

(13c)

f̂2
0 =

1

N

N
∑

j=1

f (A) f (B) (13d)

V̂ =
1

N − 1

N
∑

j=1

f2 (A)− f̂2
0 (14a)
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V̂ =
1

N − 1

N
∑

j=1

f2 (B)− f̂2
0 (14b)

V̂ =
1

2(N − 1)

2N
∑

j=1

f2 (A,B)− f̂2
0 (14c)

In the present analysis, all of these combinations have beenconsidered and compared in order to find the one that
gives the most coherent result with respect to the stated properties of the indices and with the lowest computation time
for convergence.

Sobol’ indices can be evaluated using surrogate models of the selected outputsu, trained with a suitable number of
sampling points‖. These surrogate models are related to(B + 1) points on each first set of identified branch, one for
all the considered sampling points. These points are obtained by dividing each identified branch in an equal number
of intervalsB.

In order to consider the importance of the design parameters, and so determine the Sobol’ indices, it is important
to select suitable objective functionsu, for use with the Sobol’ indices. For the landing gear systemthe objective
functionsu have been defined having fixed the two parameters that are considered as operating ones due to their
importance for a landing gear system: the forward velocityV and the vertical force on the landing gear(W n, V ). The
qualitative change in the branches can be captured if the objective functions describe both variation in theshapeand
translation of the interesting branches. Thus, two kinds of indices havebeen selected:

1. for each determined segment on the analysed branches, theapproximated slope is taken as an objective function
to capture change in theshapeof the analysed branch as parametersp change

f1bi1...is
(pi1...is) =

∂Fz

∂V
(pi1...is)

∣

∣

∣

∣

b

≃ ∆Fz

∆V
(pi1...is)

∣

∣

∣

∣

b

b = 1...B 1 ≤ i1 < ... < is ≤ NP (15)

2. at the first determined Hopf bifurcation point, i.e. at which the continuation has been switched in two parameters,
the velocityV1 is considered as an objective function to discusstranslations of the interesting branch

f2i1...is
(pi1...is) = V1 (pi1...is) 1 ≤ i1 < ... < is ≤ NP (16)

whereNP is the number of the analysed parameters. Thus, in total(B+1) objective functions are considered and the
first B have to be considered as a whole since since they describe thechange in theshapeof the interesting branch;
the mean in terms of all the intervalsB has been considered for each branch. If a significant topology variation of the
bifurcation diagram occurs changing a particular parameter, then this should be considered as an operating parameter.

Once the SA is accomplished, then the UQ can be performed in terms of the most influential uncertain parameters.
In the following subsection the adopted new methodology is presented. It is based upon the same principles charac-
terizing the already tested technique developed by the authors to predict and propagate parametric uncertainties up to
correlated time-history quantities22.

V. Uncertainty Quantification

The Uncertainty Quantification has been performed using a speed up process already implemented by the authors
to propagate uncertainty in terms of correlated aircraft loads22 13 and shimmy phenomena for a simplified analytic
landing gear model14. The speed up process has been developed using the Singular Value/High Order Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD/HOSVD) and surrogate modelling technique. Then, a geometric based approach has been de-
veloped to determine the outer bounds for the occurrence of shimmy and probabilistic described the occurrence of
Hopf bifurcation points in the(Wn, V ) parameter space.

The SVD/HOSVD is here considered for feature extraction. Inparticular, the terms to be retained in order to
speed up the process are identified fixing the maximum acceptable error caused by the rank reduction. Once this
error is chosen, the energy ‘captured’ by the reduced matrix/tensor (captured energy criterion27) and the singular
values to be retained can be identified. The stated energy is linked with the Frobenius norm and is adopted by the
captured energy criterion to identify the rank reduction. The new method overcomes the difficulties in identifying the
best rank reduction using the SVD/HOSVD. Indeed the energy criterion faces the issue just mathematically and the
physics of the analyzed problem is lost. The captured energycriterion consists of selecting enough singular values
of the matrix of interest, the unfolding matrixA(1) for the considered HOSVD15, such that the sum of their squares
is a certain percentageT of the total sum of the squared values. The reason for such a decision is that the resulting

‖Blind Kriging surrogate models have been adopted.
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matrix ‘captures’T% of the Frobenius norm of the full matrix, that is correlated with the energy. In the method here
proposed, the singular values (surrogate models) characterizing the SVD or the HOSVD are automatically obtained
once the stated maximum acceptable error is defined; moreover, the percentageT% can be also obtained to proof that
the threshold one should consider forST% is not absolute and often difficult to be known a priori. The authors have
considered an iterative procedure, the number of singular values is increased, and so the percentageT%, and the rank
reduction coherently updated until the desired maximum error is met. Finally, regarding the error metric, the Mean
Average Percentage Error (MAPE) is here considered and the average is in terms of all the considered training points.

Regarding the geometric based method, Figure7 presents the steps that need to be followed.7

1. the lower and upper bounds of the locus of Hopf bifurcationpoints are identified and discretized in an equal
number of points, the corresponding points are index with the same number.

2. directions of interest are defined as the line connecting the points with the same index and at the lower and upper
bound.

3. the SVD/HOSVD based method22 13 14is then considered to determine locus of Hopf bifurcation for an arbitrary
number of points in the sampling plane defined in terms of the uncertain parameters. Thus, considering the
intersection of the determined locus of Hopf bifurcation with the direction of interest, a probabilistic description
in terms of the locus of Hopf bifurcation points can be drawn.

Figure 7: Steps to be followed to apply the geometrical basedmethod.

After having evaluatedN locus of Hopf bifurcation points using the SVD/HOSVD based method, first the worst
lower and upper bounds for the locus of Hopf bifurcation points are determined and discretized in the selectedB + 1
number of points. Thus, the directions of interest are identified by the couple of points at the lower and upper bounds
at the same index of discretization. Eventually, the intersections between theN generated locus of Hopf bifurcation
and each of the defined directions of interest are determined. Thus, the distances between the intersecting points and
the points on the lower bound at the correspondent index are determined. A probabilistic description of the distance
at each direction of interest can be then be determined and locus of Hopf bifurcation points for a same quantile value
can be identified.
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VI. Results

In this section, first the results of the validation of the developed code to couple Virtual.Lab motion with AUTO
and the sensitivity analysis are provided. Then the validation of the surrogate models adopted in the SVD/HOSVD
based method and the output given by the uncertainty propagation will be presented.

A. Landing Gear Bifurcation Analysis using VLM-AUTO coupli ng

Very good results have been obtained performing bifurcation analysis using the nonlinear multi-body landing gear
model considering an external tyre model for each wheel representing the effects due to lateral slip and combining
side and longitudinal slip. The tyre/ground interaction has been modeled adopting the approach presented in section
II.. The results presented in this subsection are referred to the landing gear model whose structural parameters have
the nominal values provided in Table1 (sectionII.).

The bifurcation analysis has been adopted to identify first points of Hopf bifurcation as the forward velocityV
changes and then the locus of these points in the(W n, V ) parameter space.

The rotation of the wheels (and so gyroscopic effects) has been included in the analysis. However, it is worth
to mention that it reduces the range of forward speed for which the shimmy phenomenon occurs, but increasing the
range of vertical load experienced by the nose landing gear(Wn, V ). This is shown in Figure8, unstable equilibrium
solutions characterize the all the points in the convex region and here LCOs (shimmy phenomena) occur.
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Figure 8: Comparison of two parameter bifurcation diagrams, namely the locus of Hopf bifurcations in the(Wn, V )
parameter space, considering (YesVel) or not (NoVel) the wheels rotating, obtained coupling AUTO with LMS Vir-
tual.Lab Motion.

The linear stability of the analyzed system is summarized using the root locus in Figure9. Here the eigenvalues of
the system in which a pure side slip or the combined slip is considered are represented as the velocity changes. The
range of the considered velocity is [0,100] m/s. It is apparent that there are two complex eigenvalues for which the
stability is lost, in particular this happens at10.3 m/s and11.18 m/s for the system in which the side and combined
slip is considered, respectively. Then, respectively at31.92 m/s and25.13 m/s, the stability is reacquired. As it will be
shown in the results obtained performing bifurcation analysis, Hopf bifurcations occur at such a points.

Figure10shows the comparison of one parameter bifurcation diagramsas the forward velocityV changes obtained
including the dynamics of a pure side or combined slip for thewheels. The diagrams are in terms of the states of the
landing gear model adopted to perform the continuation. With respect to the tyre model - states, if a pure side or
combined slip is included in the model, the side slip of the left and right wheels (λL andλR) is considered. Two
Hopf bifurcations occur at10.3 m/s and31.92 m/s or at11.18 m/s and25.13 m/s if a pure side slip or a combined slip
condition is considered. The shimmy phenomenon is primarily related to the lateral dynamics in both the analyzed
conditions: the lateral stateδ is the one that presents the highest amplitude. In terms of one parameter bifurcation
diagrams, there is a difference between the two analyzed conditions; if a combined slip condition is considered a
reduction in terms of the amplitude occurs. Moreover, the range of velocity for which shimmy occurs is smaller if
the longitudinal slip is considered. However, the LCO is always stable as the velocity varies in both the analyzed
conditions.

Figure11 presents the comparison of the bifurcation diagram in two parameters obtained including the dynamics
for a pure or combined slip in the tyre model. As previously stated, unstable equilibrium solutions characterize the
all the points in the convex region and here LCOs (shimmy phenomena) occur. The considered parameters are the
forward velocityV and the vertical load experienced by the nose landing gearWn. The determined branch presents
a trend that is physically meaningful: decreasing the loadWn causes the interaction between the tyre dynamics and
the landing gear to decrease. Thus, the range of the forward velocityV in which the LCO can occur reduces asWn

decreases and eventually no Hopf bifurcations occur. Moreover, the higher theWn, the lower the velocity for which
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(a) Pure Slip. On the right size the root locus is zoomed in.
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(b) Combined Slip. On the right size the root locus is zoomed in.

Figure 9: Root Locus characterizing the analysed landing gear+tyre model as the velocity changes.

a first Hopf bifurcation occurs. Comparing the results obtained including or not the longitudinal slip, it can be noticed
that the shimmy phenomenon occurs for a smaller range of velocity V (as discussed dealing with the one parameters
bifurcation diagrams) and vertical load experienced by thenose landing gearWn. In order to emphasize the accuracy
of the results obtained adopting the developed code for coupling LMS Virtual.Lab Motion to AUTO, Table2 shows
the percentage differences for a stable periodic solution identified through continuation, namely using the developed
code to couple AUTO to LMS Virtual Lab Motion (VLM). The comparison is performed in terms of the maximum
values and the period obtained using the bifurcation analysis and simulating directly the multi-body model in LMS
Virtual.Lab Motion giving as initial conditions those related to the point on the periodic branch for a velocityV equal
to 17 m/s.

Figure12, 13 and14 show the spectrum of the time history of the states of the landing gear and tyre. Figure
12 and13 present the comparison between the two slip conditions, theblue and the green lines are for the pure and
combined slips, respectively. The lateral shimmy phenomenon is not changed including the longitudinal slip in the
present analysis. The shimmy phenomenon shows the same frequency in AUTO and VLM for both pure lateral and
combined slip. As presented in Figures12, 13 and14 the main frequency content is at 11 Hz; however frequency
content at multiples11 Hz are also present, but for lower amplitude. The statesψ and∆ present terms different from
zero at 33 Hz,λL andλR very low content at 22 Hz anduL anduR presents terms at 22, 33, 44 and 55 Hz. The
longitudinal side slip states presents also a component different from zero at 0 Hz and this means that the time history
is periodic but around a value that is not zero but with an amplitude equal to5 · 104. For the sake of completeness,
FiguresA. A. A. show the phase plots in terms of statesδ, ψ, ∆, λi andui obtained using the multi-body landing
gear model, for which the dynamics for both the lateral and longitudinal slips are included. These are obtained giving
as initial conditions those characterizing the point on theperiodic branch (Figure10) for V = 17 m/s. These figures
reflect the frequency content and the fact that a limit cycle is actually occurring. The phase plots are closed curves
because the frequency characterizing the evolution of the states are all multiples one each other and this happens for
instance in the Lissajous curves (N. Bowditch and J. A. Lissajous).
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(a) Rotation states at the joints.
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(b) Derivative of rotation states at the joints.

Figure 10: One parameter bifurcation diagrams obtained coupling AUTO with LMS Virtual.Lab Motion. Periodic
orbits are shown as maximum amplitude. The blue and red linesare used for stable and unstable equilibrium solutions.
The green and dot black line are used for the periodic branches.
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Figure 11: Comparison of two parameter bifurcation diagrams, namely the locus of Hopf bifurcations in the (Wn ,V )
parameter space, obtained coupling AUTO with LMS Virtual.Lab Motion.
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V (m/s) State Maximum Value Period
AUTO-VLM (rad) VLM (rad) ǫ(%) AUTO-VLM ( s) VLM ( s) ǫ(%)

δ 2.4 · 10−2 2.33 · 10−2 3
17 ψ 7.5 · 10−3 7 · 10−3 7 9 · 10−2 9 · 10−2 0

∆ 1.45 · 10−2 1.4 · 10−2 3.5

V (m/s) State Maximum Value Period
AUTO-VLM (rad) VLM (rad) ǫ(%) AUTO-VLM ( s) VLM ( s) ǫ(%)

δ 2.5 · 10−2 2.64 · 10−2 −5
17 ψ 4.6 · 10−3 5 · 10−3 −8 1.5 · 10−1 1.5 · 10−1 0

∆ 1.43 · 10−2 1.53 · 10−2 −7

Table 2: Comparison of the the maximum values of a periodic solution identified using the developed code to couple
AUTO to LMS Virtual Lab Motion (VLM). The compared values arebetween those obtained with AUTO-VLM and
those got by simulating the multi-body model in VLM giving asinitial conditions the ones characterizing the selected
point on the stable branch of periodic orbits. (Top for the tyre model in which the lateral slip is included; bottom for
the tyre model in which both the slips are included.)
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Figure 12: Frequency spectrum for the time history characterizing the evolution of landing gear states at the point on
the the period branch forV = 17 m/s. The blue and the green lines are for the pure and combinedslips.
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Figure 13: Frequency spectrum for the time history characterizing the evolution of side slip states at the point on the
the period branch forV = 17 m/s. The blue and the green lines are for the pure and combinedslips.

B. Sensitivity Analysis

In order to detect the parameter whose variations influence the most the shimmy occurrence, i.e. that change the most
the locus of Hopf bifurcation points, a sensitivity analysis has been performed. The main and total effect indexes have
been considered as specified in sectionIV.. In the same section, the selected objective functions are also presented.
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Figure 14: Frequency spectrum for the time history characterizing the evolution of longitudinal slip states at the point
on the the period branch forV = 17 m/s.

(a) Phase plots in terms of the statesδ, ψ and∆. (b) Phase plots in terms of the statesδ and∆.

Figure 15: Phase plots of the states considered to perform the bifurcation analysis obtained at a point on the periodic
branch forV = 17 m/s.

Regarding the parameters and the relative variations,15 parameters have been considered and table3 provides the
names, the label and the relative adopted variation (±7%). Log-uniform and uniform probability distributions have
been adopted if the variation of the analyzed parameter is greater or less of one order of magnitude, respectively. This
choice is due to the lack of information about the parametricuncertainty18.

The surrogate models considered to perform the sensitivityanalysis are for the slopes at each of theB discretized
point on the locus of hopf bifurcation (first objective functions) and for the the point at which the variation of the
forward velocity as the parameters vary is analysed (secondobjective functions). The discretized points are31 and
the surrogate models are trained using100 sampling points and have been validated considering50 validation points.
TheMAPE for both the analyzed conditions are shown in Table4. It is apparent that the trained surrogate model
replicates the actual objective functions with good accuracy.

Using the surrogate models, Saltelli’s technique has been adopted to evaluate the main and total effect indices, and
all the12 combinations to determine the total varianceV have been considered (sectionIV.). For the sake of clarity,
these have been numbered as shown in Table5. The blind kriging models have been adopted as surrogate models.

Different numbers of evaluations of the surrogate models have been considered to test the performance in terms
of convergence of the different expressions to evaluate themain and total effect indices . The main and total effect
indices of all the defined objective functions empathize that the best combination is either the4th or 8th one, for which
the indices converge to a constant value for a number of emulations greater than4000. This result is shown here in
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(a) Phase plots in terms of the statesψ and∆.
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Figure 16: Phase plots of the states considered to perform the bifurcation analysis obtained at a point on the periodic
branch forV = 17 m/s.
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Figure 17: Phase plots of the side and longitudinal slip states considered to perform the bifurcation analysis obtained
at a point on the periodic branch forV = 17 m/s.

Figures18 and19, which provide for the sake of conciseness just the comparison for the sum of the main and total
indices related to the25th slope. Looking at the4th or 8th combinations, it can be noticed that the system is almost
additive for the considered parameter-variation: all the defined objective functions∗∗ present

∑N
i=1 STi

and
∑N

i=1 Si

are respectively greater and less than1 as they have to be (subsectionIV.), but presenting a maximum value of1.17
and minimum value of0.88 respectively.

Finally, considering the4th combination, the main and total effect indices are evaluated for both the considered
objective functions in order to select the parameters to be adopted for the UQ, i.e. those more influential; both the
objective functions show thatk1, k3 andd1 are the most influential parameters including or not the longitudinal side
slip in the model. This is illustrated in the bar plot of the total effect for all the parameters (Figure20and21). Always
for the sake of conciseness, just the mean of the adopted index related to the slope-objective functions is shown, that
is

STi
=

1

B

B
∑

b=1

(STi
)b (17)

The obtained results are totally coherent with theshimmyphenomenon; the multi-body system presents ashimmy
phenomenon primarily related to the lateral dynamics and the most influential parameters are exactly those that model
the stiffness (k1 andk3) and damping (d1) behavior of revoulte joints which have the rotation about the global y-axis
as free. Regarding theshimmyphenomenon, it has been stated to be primarily lateral, since the lateral stateδ and
∆ always present the greatest amplitude at the LCOs generatedby each of the analyzed point on all the determined
branches. This means that the lateral mode is the one that most participates in the LCOs.

∗∗Here, just the results for indices related to the25
th slope are shown.
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Parameter Label Maximum Minimum Units PDF

Mass of the main fitting MMF 55.8 64.2 Kg

Mass of the wheel axle MWA 93 107 Kg

Mass of the wheel (left and right) MW 102.3 117.7 Kg

Stiffness fuselage - main fitting k1 1395000 1605000 N m rad−1 log-uniform

Stiffness main fitting - trail body k2 23250 26750 N m rad−1 log-uniform

Stiffness trail body - wheel axle k3 697500 802500 N m rad−1 log-uniform

Damping fuselage - main fitting of the left wheel d1 372 428 N m s rad−1 log-uniform

Damping main fitting - trail body d2 372 428 N m s rad−1 log-uniform

Damping trail body - wheel axle d3 372 428 N m s rad−1 log-uniform

Inertia x (and y) axis - main fitting I1MF 0.1525 0.1755 kg m2 uniform

Inertia z axis - main fitting I3MF 5.7 · 10−4 6.5655 · 10−4 kg m2 uniform

Inertia x (and y) axis - wheel axle I1WA 0.0121 0.0139 kg m2 uniform

Inertia z axis - wheel axle I3WA 4.44 · 10−5 5.105 · 10−5 kg m2 uniform

Inertia x (and z) axis - wheel (right and left) I1W 6.51 7.49 kg m2 uniform

Inertia y axis - wheel (right and left) I2W 10.23 11.77 kg m2 uniform

Table 3: Parameters and the range of values adopted in the Sensitivity Analysis

Slip MAPE slope MAPE velocity
Pure 5.8 1.5

Combined 6.1 2

Table 4: Mean ofMAPE of the objective functions in terms of the slope andMAPE of the objective function in
terms of the velocity at the first identified point.

Keeping in mind the results obtained using the sensitivity indexes, the uncertainty quantification of the locus of
Hopf bifurcation will be performed in terms of the three mostinfluential parameters; the stiffness and the damping
characterizing the revolute joint between the fuselage andthe main fitting (k1 andd1) and the stiffness of the revolute
joint between the trail body and the wheel axle (k3).

C. Uncertainty Quantification

The parameters considered uncertain are those that have shown to be the most influential performing the sensitivity
analysis, namely the stiffness and the damping characterizing the revolute joint between the fuselage and the main
fitting (k1 andd1) and the stiffness of the revolute joint between the trail body and the wheel axle (k3). The adopted
variation for all of these is±10% and this value has been selected to proof the accuracy of the developed method.
Table6 shows the adopted minimum and maximum values for all the three parameters.

The locus of Hopf bifurcation points are discretized using31 points as done also performing the sensitivity anal-
ysis. The surrogate model adopted for the uncertainty quantification is the blind kriging. As stated in section?? the
percentageT% and the singular values (surrogate models) to be retained using the SVD and the HOSVD reduction
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Combination eq.f2
0 andV Combination eq.f2

0 andV

1 13a 14a 7 13c 14b

2 13b 14a 8 13d 14b

3 13c 14a 9 13a 14c

4 13d 14a 10 13b 14c

5 13a 14b 11 13c 14c

6 13b 14b 12 13d 14c

Table 5: Combinations adopted to identify the best espression to be used for the total varianceV .
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Figure 18: Comparison of 12 different evaluations of the total varianceV considering the sum of the total effectsSTi

of the25th slope-objective function.
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Figure 19: Comparison of 12 different evaluations of the total varianceV considering the sum of the main effectsSi

of the25th slope-objective function.

can be determined after having fixed the maximum acceptable error due to the rank reduction. The error metric here
adopted is the Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE), whose maximum value is fixed equal to0.1%. Table7 and
8 show the percentageT% and the singular values, i.e. the rank reduction and the number of surrogate models, to
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Figure 20: Comparison of the influence of each parameter on the output considering the mean of the total effectSTi

related to the slope objective function and a pure side slip condition.
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Figure 21: Comparison of the influence of each parameter on the output considering the mean of the total effectSTi

related to the slope objective function and a combined side slip condition.

Parameter Label Maximum Minimum Units PDF

Stiffness fuselage - main fitting k1 1350000 1650000 N m rad−1 log-uniform

Stiffness trail body - wheel axle k3 675000 825000 N m rad−1 log-uniform

Damping fuselage - main fitting of the left wheel d1 360 440 N m s rad−1 log-uniform

Table 6: Parameters and the range of values adopted in the Uncertainty Analysis

be retained in order to fulfill the desired accuracy (MAPE≤ 0.1) having considered the SVD or the HOSVD. The
analysis shows that considering just a pure side slip, the same number of surrogate models must be trained whatever
is the adopted decomposition, while including also the longitudinal slip more surrogate models are required if the
HOSVD is adopted. Moreover, the presented results show thatthe proposed method to identify the rank reduction is
more valid and ‘stable’ than the energy captured criterion.In fact, it is apparent that a priori such a high percentage of
energyT% could not have been easily predicted as threshold at all. Theworld ‘stable’ is here used to characterize the
proposed method in the meaning that changing the data set, the technique always work well in identifying the desired
rank reduction even if the correspondent energy-thresholdT% changes.

SVDWn SVD V HOSVD

T (%) 99.999999 99.99999 99.999999999
N model 5 8 13

Table 7: Comparison of rank reduction required using the SVDand the HOSVD having fixed the maximum acceptable
error and considered a pure lateral slip.

The adopted iterative code to select the right number of singular values to be retained (and surrogate models to be
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SVDWn SVD V HOSVD

T (%) 99 99.99999 99.9999999999
N model 2 6 10

Table 8: Comparison of rank reduction required using the SVDand the HOSVD having fixed the maximum acceptable
error and considered a combined slip.

trained) gives very good results.100 and500 are the number of sampling points used to train and validate the adopted
surrogate models respectively. Considering the500 points validation sampling plane, Tables9 and10 show the mean
of the MAPE in all the discretized points in terms of the forward velocityV and the vertical loadWn experienced by
the nose landing gear, including or not the longitudinal slip.

SVDWn SVD V HOSVD

0.35 0.40 0.41 0.86

Table 9: Validation of the surrogate models adopted for the UQ considering the tyre model the pure side slip. Mean of
the MAPE for all the validation points and the31 discretized points using the SVD and the HOSVD based method.

SVDWn SVD V HOSVD

0.0086 0.2322 0.0086 0.1522

Table 10: Validation of the surrogate models adopted for theUQ including the longitudinal slip in the tyre model.
Mean of the MAPE for all the validation points and the31 discretized points using the SVD and the HOSVD based
method.

Figures22 and23 present the results obtained performing the uncertainty quantification using the developed ge-
ometric based method and exploiting the HOSVD speed up process for both the analyzed slip conditions. In these
Figures, the black dot points are the Hopf bifurcation points evaluated without using the time consuming numerical
model, but the developed speed up process. Both the intervaland probabilistic bounds are shown together with the area
in which the LCO does or does not occur without any uncertainty. The uncertainty in the occurrence of LCO depends
on the approach one wants to follow, i.e. interval or probabilistic one. Considering the interval approach, the results
are more conservative and the uncertain region in which shimmy can occur wider. In fact, as previously stated, in the
present analysis, the convex region described by the locus of Hopf bifurcations is where LCOs (shimmy phenomena)
occur. The uncertainty related to this bound is wider if the lower and upper interval bounds are considered as shown in
Figures22and23. Adopting the probabilistic approach, one can select the lower and upper quantiles and then identify
the uncertain ‘tube’ in which the locus Hopf bifurcations lies. The bounds of such an uncertain ‘tube’ are the lines
corresponding to those obtained for the selected quantiles. For the sake of simplicity, nine values for the quantiles
have been selected.

The performed uncertainty quantification, using the geometrical based method and the SVD/HOSVD technique,
allows a reduction of95% of computational time required by Monte Carlo Simulations .

Finally, Table11 and12 show a percentage comparison of the values assumed by the forward velocityV and the
vertical loadWn at the different bounds of locus of Hopf bifurcation points.The error is computed between the results
obtained adopting the SVD and the HOSVD as reduction technique. Mathematically, for a selected bound, the adopted
formula is

STi
=

1

B

B
∑

b=1

ParSVDb
− ParHOSV Db

ParHOSV Db

(18)

wherePar.b is the generic forward velocityV or vertical loadWn at the point with indexb on the considered
bound.

As it is apparent, the uncertain bounds obtained adopted either the SVD or the HOSVD based method are coherent
one each other. It is important to remark that the uncertainty considered in the input parameters, even if just±10%,
has a significant impact on the locus of Hopf bifurcation. Thus, it is significant considering a robust approach in order
to reduce such and uncertainty and consider them in a design approach in order to eventually obtain a design that is
robust in presence of uncertainty.
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Figure 22: Uncertainty bounds evaluated using the geometric based approach, the HOSVD as the method for feature
extraction and a pure side slip condition.
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Figure 23: Uncertainty bounds evaluated using the geometric based approach, the HOSVD as the method for feature
extraction and a combined slip condition..

MAPE (%)
Wn V

Lower Interval Bound 2.89 · 10−3 2.98s
Upper Interval Bound 3.62 · 10−1 1.37s

Quantile 0.1 7.86 · 10−1 2.35
Quantile 0.2 7.4 · 10−1 2.32
Quantile 0.3 7.14 · 10−1 2.41
Quantile 0.4 6.67 · 10−1 2.49
Quantile 0.5 6.32 · 10−1 2.57
Quantile 0.6 5.96 · 10−1 2.69
Quantile 0.7 5.7 · 10−1 2.75
Quantile 0.8 5.58 · 10−1 3.01
Quantile 0.9 5.19 · 10−1 3.32

Table 11: Percentage comparison of the values assumed by theforward velocityV and the vertical loadWn on the
determined uncertain bounds, using the SVD or HOSVD reduction and considering a pure lateral slip.

VII. Conclusions

An approach that enables a bifurcation analysis of multi-body structure has been described. The AUTO and LMS
Virtual Lab Motion (VLM) software have been coupled, which enables stability analysis range and periodic orbit
characterization of the nonlinear structure to be performed. An SVD based methodology was combined with the
coupled software and used to predict the onset and characteristics of shimmy on a representative aircraft nose landing
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MAPE (%)
Wn V

Lower Interval Bound 3.88 · 10−2 0.33
Upper Interval Bound 5.62 · 10−2 0.39

Quantile 0.1 5.97 · 10−2 0.42
Quantile 0.2 6.73 · 10−2 0.47
Quantile 0.3 7.27 · 10−2 0.53
Quantile 0.4 7.73 · 10−2 0.59
Quantile 0.5 8.03 · 10−2 0.66
Quantile 0.6 7.61 · 10−2 0.81
Quantile 0.7 6.84 · 10−2 1
Quantile 0.8 1.53 · 10−2 1.85
Quantile 0.9 8.16 · 10−2 1.82s

Table 12: Percentage comparison of the values assumed by theforward velocityV and the vertical loadWn on the
determined uncertain bounds, using the SVD or HOSVD reduction and considering a combined slip.

gear structure. Comparison with full time simulation results showed that the bifurcation approach was able to predict
the stability bounds very accurately. Further applications of the approach enabled a sensitivity analysis to determine the
most influential structural parameters and also to propagate and quantify the effects of uncertainty on the bifurcation
characteristics. Significant computational savings were demonstrated with this approach.

Appendix

In this section the adopted expressions for the generalizedforces acting on the wheels and the values of the
coefficients used in the formulation are provided.

Normal load

Fzi = pz1 ·
Fnominal

r0
· ρz (19)

whereρz is the overall normal deflection and has been determined considering a tyre model with an elliptic contour
of the cross section witha andb as semi-major and minor axes, respectively.Fnominal is the nominal wheel load and
has been fixed equal to half the vertical loadWn. Labeling withWLG the weight of the nose landing gear, the vertical
loadWn is defined as

Wn =WLG − L (20)

The other still undefined are given by

pz1 = 35 ρz = max((r0 − r1 − b + ξ) · cos(γi) + η · sin(γi), 0)

ξ = b/(
√

1 + (a/b)2 · tan(γi)2 η = a · (a/b) · tan(γi)
√

1 + (a/b)2 · tan(γi)2
a = Rc b = Rc/4 Rc = R0/2 (21)

Longitudinal force in presence of pure longitudinal slip

Fx0i
= Dxi

· sin(Cxi
· arctan(Bxi

· ki − arctan(Bxi
− αxi

))) + SVxi

SVxi
= 0 Bxi

=
Kxki

(Cxi
·Dxi

+ ǫx)
Cxi

= pCx1 Dxi
= µxi

· Fzi

Exi
= (pEx1 + pEx2 · dfzi + pEx3 · df2

zi
) · (1− pEx4 · sign(ki))

µxi
= (pDx1 + pDx2 · dfzi) Kxki

= Fzi · (pKx1 + pKx2 · dfzi) · exp(pKx3 · dfzi) (22)
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Lateral force in presence of pure lateral slip

Fy0i
= XL ·Dyi

· sin(Cyi
· arctan(Byi

· αi − arctan(Byi
− αi))) + SVyi

SVyi
= 0 Byi

=
Kyαi

(Cyi
·Dyi

+ ǫy
) Cyi

= pCy1 Dyi
= µyi

· Fzi

Eyi
= (pEy1 + pEy2 · dfzi) · (1 + pEy5 · γ∗i 2 − (pEy3 + pEy4 · γ∗i ) · sign(αi) µyi

=
(pDy1 + pDy2 · dfzi)
(1 + pDy3 · γ∗i 2)

Kyg0 = Fzi · (pKy6 + pKy7 · dfz) Kyαi
= pKy1 · Fnominal ·

sin(pKy4 arctan
(

Fzi

((pKy2+pKy5·γ∗

i
2)·Fnominal)

)

1 + pKy3 · γ∗i 2
(23)

Aligning Torque in presence of lateral slip

Mz0 = −t0i · Fy0i
+Mzr0 Mzr0 = 0

t0i = Dti · cos(Cti arctan(Bti · αi − Eti · (Bti · αti − arctan(Bti · αi)))) · cosa

Bti = (qBz1 + qBz2 · dfzi + qBz3 · df2
zi
) · (1 + qBz5 · |γi|+ qBz6 · γi2)

Cti = qCz1 Dti = Dt0i · (1 + qDz3 · |γi|+ qDz4 · γ∗i 2 Dt0i = Fzi · (
r0

Fnominal
· (qDz1 + qDz2 · dfzi) · signVcxi

Eti = (qEz1 + qEz2 · dfzi + qEz3 · df2
zi
) · (1 + (qEz4 + qEz5 · γi∗) ·

2

π
· arctan(Bti · Cti · αti))

K∗
yαi

= Kyαi
+ ǫk Bri = qBz9 + qBz10 · Byi

· Cyi
Cri = 1

Dri = Fzi · r0 · (((qDz6 + qDz7 ∗ dfzi) + (qDz8 + qDz9 · dfzi) · γi∗ + (qDz10 + qDz11 · dfzi) · γi∗ · |γi∗|) · cosa · sign(Vcxi
)− 1)

(24)

Wherecosa =
Vcx

Vci
+epsilonV

Forces acting on the landing gear in presence of combined slip

Fx = Gxαi
· Fx0

Gxα0i
= cos(Cxαi

· arctan(Bxαi
· SHxα − Exαi

· (Bxαi
· SHxα − arctan(Bxαi

· SHxα))))

Gxαi
=

cos(Cxαi
· arctan(Bxαi

· αi − Exαi
· (Bxαi

· αi − arctan(Bxαi
· αi))))

Gxα0i

Bxαi
= (rBx1 + rBx3 · γ∗i 2 · (arctan(rBx2 · ki))

Cxαi
= rCx1 Exαi

= rEx1 + rEx2 · dfzi SHxα = rHx1 (25)

Fy = Gyki
· Fy0

+ SV yk

Gyk0i
= cos(Cyki

· arctan(Byki
· SHxk − Eyki

· (Byki
· SHxk − arctan(Byki

· SHyk))))

Gyki
=

cos(Cyki
· arctan(Byki

· ki − Eyki
· (Byki

· ki − arctan(Byki
· ki))))

Gyk0i

Byki
= (rBy1 · cos(arctan(rBx2 · (ki − rBy3)))

Cyki
= rCy1 Eyki

= rEy1 + rEy2 · dfzi SHyk = rHy1 + rHy2 · dfzi SV yk = 0 (26)

Aligning Torque in presence of combined slip

Mzi =M∗
zi
+ s · Fxi

M∗
zi

= −teqi · Fyi

s = r0 · (sSz1 + sSz2 · (
Fyi

Fnominal
)

teqi = Dti · cos(Cti · arctan(Bti · αeqi − arctan(Bti · αeqi )))) · cos(αi)

αeqi =

√

α2
i + (

Kxki

Kyαi

)2 · k2i ) · sign(αi) (27)
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Overturning Couple

Mxi
= Fzi · r0 · (qSx1 − qSx2 · γi∗ + qSx3 ·

Fyi

Fnominal
) (28)

WhereFyi
is fixed equal toFy0i

if the pure lateral slip is considered.

Rolling Resistance Moment

Myi
= −Fzi · r0 · (qSy1 arctan(

Vri
V0

+ qSy2 ·
Fxi

Fnominal
) (29)

WhereVri = VCxi
− Vsxi

, V0 =
√
g · r0 andFxi

is fixed equal toFx0i
if a pure longitudinal slip is considered.

Further definitions

γ∗i = sin(γ) dfzi = (Fzi − Fnominal)/(Fnominal) (30)

Adopted Coefficients

Tables13and14provides the adopted values for the coefficients.
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